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Convergence for –
Helping Women Get Online (HWGO)----- through Internet Saathi

Helping Women Get Online is a programme of encouraging women to make use of
Internet in their daily life increasingly, thus making internet a tool of their
empowerment. While the internet user are growing at the rate of 56 percent, the
growth rate of women internet users is only 27 percent and even lesser in rural
areas.

HWGO is a project of Google launched in July, 2015 in partnership with
Tata Trusts to bring rural women on line to India. The initiative has already
become live in 25,000 villages across 10 states. Nearly 15 Lakh women have
already been directly trained on basics of using Internet. It aims at reaching 3 lakh
villages by 2020. The objective is to train and motivate women in rural areas for
using internet. This would create an enabling environment that would empower
rural women on the one hand and bridge the technology gender divide on the other.
Access to information shall transform their lives.

In this project of HWGO, Google and Tata Trusts are joining hands for
synergistic efforts. While Google will provide hardware, training and Internet
connectivity Tata Trusts will identify Internet Saathis and do the monitoring.

In the Golden Jubilee year of our state Haryana, with effect from November,
2016 Haryana State Rural Livelihoods Mission (HSRLM) has associated for
convergence with Helping Women Get Online (HWGO) project. The state rural
livelihoods missions in Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh have earlier tied up with the
project on similar lines. HSRLM has taken up to associate with the project on
pilot bases in three districts namely Karnal, Kaithal and Rohtak to begin
with. HSRLM envisages to cover other districts of the state soon after
meaningful convergence with the project of HWGO on pilot basis.

The programme includes an awareness module coupled with hands on
training module. The attempt, inter-alia, is not only to make women aware of the

    

  
       

              
             

              
               

             
              

             
               
               

           
               

      

             
          

          

             
          

           
             

              
            
            

          
 

          
              



technology but also to motivate them to use it in empowering them and even
helping them to strengthen the livelihoods of their families. The programme first
chooses a few women and trains them on use of mobile phones/tablets to shoot
photos and videos and send SMS etc. Such trained women called Internet Saathis
are sent out bicycles with a smart phone and/or tablet teach others in their own or
adjoining villages. The new online entrants would start searching for news, design
for cloths, information on fairs/markets, farming and government schemes to drive
benefits from them.

Internet Saathi- Helping Women Get Online
Facilitating Digital Literacy in Rural India

Deliverables for HSRLM

- Mobilizing women
- Helping Google create a route plan with dates, block wise locations,

number of saathis, attendees etc
- Arranging venue logistics, location, projector, power backup, food, water

etc at the training locations.
- Human resource required for managing the project.
- Ensuring post training regular follow-ups (bi monthly meeting, beat plans

by HSRLM staff, reporting and form filling etc)
- Device care etc.
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